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ABSTRACT: A solderless connector for making spring 
reserve electrical contact between a main frame post and a 
pair of insulated wires in a communications installation. 
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MAIN FRAME CONNECTOR AND METHOD 
This invention relates to solderless wire-connectors and in 

particular to connectors for use in attaching insulated wires to 
the contact posts of a telephone main frame assembly. 
The conventional procedure for attaching communication 

cable insulated wires to main frame posts is to strip the wire 
ends and then make a wrap-and-solder connection. The 
present invention eliminates the need for wire-stripping and 
soldering, greatly simpli?es the operation of making connec 
tion between wires and posts, adds an insulating covering to 
such connectors, and provides trouble-free spring reserve 
electrical connection between post and wires. 

In the drawing, 
FIG. 1 is an exploded view of the connector in perspective, 
FIG. 2A is a longitudinal section of the body and contact 

member, and 28 a similar section of the cover member taken 
at line 2—2 of FIG. 1, 

FIG. 3A is a transverse section of the body member, and 3B 
of the cover member, at line 3-3 of FIG. 1, 

FIG. 4A is a transverse section of the body member, and 4B 
of the cover member, at line 4-4 of FIG. 1, 

FIG. 5 is an end view of the cover member from the wire 
entry end, 

FIG. 6 is an end view of the body member from the wire 
entry end, and 

FIG. 7 is an end view of the body member from the post 
entry end. 
As will be seen from FIG. 1, the connector consists of a 

body 10, a cover 11, and a contact element 12, the com 
ponents being shown in exploded view and with the cover 
member turned at right angles to its normal position. 
The body 10 is in the form of an open top hollow boxlike 

structure having sidewalls 13, 14 and end walls 15, 16. The 
sidewalls slope inwardly towards the open top. The interior of 
the body is transversely slotted to provide a narrow slot 17 
near the end wall 16. The body member is also slotted at the 
opposite end to fonn an open slot 18 connecting with the open 
interior and of dimensions suitable for entry of a main frame 
soldering post. Triangularly cross-sectioned projections 19, 
20, and 21 extend inwardly from walls 13, 14 and 15 respec 
tively, with their lower surfaces in line with the upper level of 
the slot 18, and parallel with the corresponding segments 43, 
44 of the open-centered bottom of said body. The projections 
19, 20 terminate short of the slot 17 to permit entry of the 
contact element during assembly. 
The front wall 16 of the body member 10 is provided with a 

generally W-shaped opening 22 as more clearly shown in FIG. 
6, the two lobes 23 and 24 defining the position of the wire 
ends to be inserted within the connector. The lower portion of 
the wall 16 is inset, as shown most particularly in FIG. 2A, 
with its inner surface in close proximity to the slot 17. 
The cover member 11 ?ts within, and ?ush with the open 

top of, the body 10 when the connector is applied to a wire 
pair, but is initially retained in the extended or open position 
by outwardly slanted resilient side extensions 25, 26 which 
make contact with the slanted inner sidewalls ofthe body. In 
closed position the slanted sidewalls of the cover fit snugly 
against the slanted sidewalls of the body. The cover is trans 
versely slotted to provide a narrow slot 27 in line with the slot 
17 of body 10, and has parallel longitudinal channels 28, 29 
separated by a central extension 30 and extended through the 
forward portion 31 of the cover as circular openings 32, 33. 
Thin sections 34, 35 of the insulating material of which the 
part is constructed extend across the opposite or inner ends of 
the open channels 28 and 29. 
The contact member 12 consists of a wire-connecting flat 

plate portion 36 ?tting within the slots 17 and 27 in the body 
and cover members respectively and doubly slotted to provide 
open-ended wire-receiving slots 37, 38 in line with the chan 
nels 28, 29. Extending from the opposite end of the contact 
element is a bowed post-contacting plate portion 39, consist 
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2 
ing of an upwardly slanted connecting intermediate portion 40 
and a downwardly slanted tip portion 41, and which ?ts 
beneath extensions 19, 20 and against bottom se ents 43, 44 
when the plate 36 is inserted within the slot 1 . A centrally 
offset segment 42 near the base of the contact element 36 
assists in anchoring the element within the body by making 
gouging contact with the inner surface of the inset portion of 
the front wall 16. 

Water-resistant greases, preferably silicone grease, may be 
placed within the body member if desired, to serve as a further 
insulating and protective agency. The sliding contact required 
between contact element and the wire ends and contact port 
during installation assures displacement of the grease from 
contact surfaces and results in full electrical contact. 
With the three components assembled as indicated, and 

with the cover member supported above the body member in 
the open position, the wire ends to be connected are merely 
inserted through the openings 32, 33 and against the plates 34, 
35, and the cover is then forced into the body by means of a 
suitable pliers of similar compression tool. The cover snaps 
into position as in the slanted edges of the cover are forced 
between the slanted sidewalls of the body, and the wires are 
forced into the slots 37, 38 and against the spring reserve ten 
sion of the resilient element 36. The closed connector is then 
forcefully slid onto the appropriate solder post of the main 
frame, the post entering within the slot 28 and against the 
lower surface of the wedges 19-21 and making effective slid 
ing contact with the resilient plate 39. Single-wire connections 
are similarly made in circuits where two wires are not 
required. 
A typical connector made in accordance with the preceding 

description has overall dimensions, in closed form as applied 
to the wire ends, of 0.235 X 0.320 X 0.540 inch. The body and 
cover will typically be injection molded from tough electri 
cally insulating polycarbonate or other plastic material. The 
element 12 is desirably formed of No. 26 cartridge brass; the 
wire contact plate 36 is 0.180 X0.238 inch, and the bowed 
plate member 39 extends 0.300 inch from the plate. A con 
nector made to such dimensions will accept No. 22-24 plastic 
covered copper wires and will ?t a 1132 X 7/32 inch post as 
used on many main frame assemblies. _ 
What is claimed is as follows: 
1. A connector for making in-line solderless electrical con 

nection in a communications installation between a pair of in 
sulated wires and a main frame ?at post, said connector com 
prising: an open top hollow insulating body member having in 
wardly slanted sidewalls, inwardly transversely slotted to pro 
vide a transverse narrow slot near one end for receiving a 
spring reserve wire contact element, and slotted to provide an 
open slot at the other end for receiving a said post, said body 
including projecting ledges extending inwardly along both 
sidewalls for supporting a post inserted through said end slot; a 
cover member ?tting into the open top of said body member 
in both open and shut positions, longitudinally channeled to 
provide a pair of parallel wire-supporting surfaces, and trans 
versely slotted across said wire-supporting surfaces to provide 
an inner narrow transverse slot in line with the transverse slot 
in said body member; and a spring reserve contact element 
disposed within said body member; and a spring reserve con 
tact element disposed within said body member, having a 
wire-connecting flat plate portion ?tting within said transverse 
slots of said body and cover and across said wire-supporting 
surfaces and slotted to provide an open-ended wire-accepting 
slot in line with each of said surfaces, and a port-contacting 
portion toward said post-receiving slot in said body member 
for making spring~reserve sliding contact with a said post. 

2. Method of connecting insulated wires to a main frame 
post comprising inserting a wire-end into an open connector 
as described in claim 1 and closing said connector to make 
spring reserve contact between said wire-end and said contact 
element, and slidably mounting said connector on said post. 
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